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Introduction
•

The Visitor Attraction Consultants (TVAC), is a highly specialised, boutique consultancy practice providing development
and operational support services to visitor attraction and destination projects and businesses, across the heritage,
culture, leisure and entertainment sectors .

•

TVAC are recognised specialists in the realm of new project and site-specific feasibility studies.

•

TVAC has been commissioned Portsmouth City Council to undertake a very brief, high-level appraisal of the old City
Records Office, in Museum Rd, Portsmouth, to assess its potential suitability for redevelopment into Sherlock Holmes /
Doyle centre for the city.

•

This commission follows recent public attention centred around the building and links to its potential use as a Holmes/
Doyle Centre that included comments and support solicited from the esteemed and high-profile Holmes stakeholder and
project champion Mr Stephen Fry.

•

The decision to appoint TVAC follows on from our familiarity with the broader Holmes/ Doyle initiative, after we
completed a study back in 2015, to look at the number of sites across the city and the potential for developing bespoke
Sherlock Holmes Experience and Doyle study centre. This 2015 study also became a catalyst for a number of other
exercises we have undertaken on behalf of the City Council, in connection with Holmes and Doyle during the intervening
years.

•

As an aside, TVAC is also closely associated with the city in that its co-founder and co-principal, Tim Rusby, lives in
Southsea and outside of his day-job is very actively involved in the cultural and heritage community of the city – serving
as a Trustee of the Portsmouth D-Day Museum trust, Trustee & Director of the Mary Rose Museum and is Chair of
Portsmouth Creates CIC

Doyle & Holmes Centre
•

Previous work-streams undertaken in connection with Sherlock Holmes and Doyle have rightly concluded that there is
significant opportunity to develop and operate a Sherlock Holmes and Conan Doyle centre within the city.

•

The idea fits perfectly with the city's plans and ambitions in a number of ways
•

As a potentially internationally significant heritage asset, it fits with the wider tourism growth strategy for the city
and the Solent region

•

It is entirely complementary to the existing heritage and cultural offer and our existing portfolio of museums and
visitor attractions

•

As a new and best-in-class facility it will bring a new audiences, and more diverse audiences the city

•

It will be a fitting celebration of the worldwide brand and phenomenon that is Sherlock Holmes, a fitting tribute
to his creator, Sir Arthur Conan Doyle and the pride of place both of them deserve to occupy in Portsmouth’s
collective memory and culture.

•

It will provide an appropriate long-term home for the city’s Doyle Collection and the uniquely valuable, LancelynGreen bequest

•

It will support the opportunity and ambition Portsmouth to be rightly recognised and promoted as a literary city

•

It can be a catalyst for improving city’s literary offering and most importantly investing in much-needed children’s
literacy initiatives

What will make the Centre successful
•

An earlier study undertaken by TVAC in 2015 indicated that in order to be financially sustainable as a visitor attraction
operation, any such centre would probably need to capable of attracting over 150,000 visitors in each of its early years
and thereafter sustain audiences in excess of 130,000 annually.

•

Given
•
•
•
•
•

the profile of Holmes and Doyle as brands and intellectual properties,
the uniqueness Portsmouth claim to be the ‘birthplace of Sherlock Holmes
the uniqueness of The Collection
the size of the regional catchment
and benchmarking the opportunity against other comparable centres elsewhere in the UK and what other
attractions in the city, are achieving,

this target is both feasible and attainable.
•

However, reaching these attendance levels and sustaining them in a marketplace that is increasingly competitive for
visitors’ time and visitors’ spend, will require an exceptional facility is truly best-in-class.

•

Indeed, The Collection and the brand profile & values of Doyle and Sherlock Holmes and the City of Portsmouth deserve
nothing less, than world class.

What will make the Centre successful
•

What makes visitor attractions successful sustainable is driven by a number of factors (see overleaf). These include:
•

A compelling offer comprising
•

A subject/ theme, or brand/ intellectual property with strong appeal

•

An exceptional and unique visitor experience (how the story is told)

•

Substantial and sustained investment in marketing of the highest quality

•

Great hospitality, story telling and guest relations at the heart of the enterprise

•

Experienced and commercially centric management and operations

•

And last but by no means least – location, location ,location – the wider location, the site and the building and
the accommodation it affords.

•

It is this last point that is relevant to this short paper

What Makes a ‘Successful’ Attraction
A Function of
• Experienced and commercially
minded operator
• Recognising that being a not for
profit, still obliges us to make a
financial surplus
• Delivering a careful balance
between financial, social,
educational and curatorial
outcomes

A Function of
• Understanding this is a
competitive ‘bums-on-seats’
business, where the guest
is king

Sherlock Holmes
• Global reach
• ‘Evergreen’ brand
• Constantly renewed franchises (free marketing)

The
Subject,
Brand /IP
Appeal

Operation &
Management

Hospitality
& Guest
Relations

A Function of
• Quality and professional experience
of the Operator
• Recognising that marketing is an
investment not a cost
• Understanding the correlation
between sustained marketing
investment and attendance levels
• Effective destination partnerships
• Command of multiple comms
channels
• Sustained investment in PR and
Social

Portsmouth has a Unique claim to these !

The
Visitor
Experience

SUCCESS

Effective
Marketing

Doyle
• Depth and Breadth of body of work
• Quality of the city’s Collection & Archive

Location,
Location
Location

A Function of
• Imaginative Design & Execution
• Investment Level to deliver
quality and achieve take-off
velocity
• Scale
• Content (we have an exceptional
collection)

A Function of
• Scale - Size, Proportion of Site / Building
• Quality of the building – aesthetics and fit with
purpose – sense of arrival and occasion etc
• Access to Transport & Parking
• Synergy of neighborhood other attractions and
‘tourist’ amenities
• Natural Visitor Footfall

The Development Brief
•

A previous study by TVAC concluded that in order to be successful and sustainable, both the site and the building for the Sherlock / Doyle Centre
should be
•

In a building of greater than 15,000 ft (1500m2) of net floor area – so probably a building with a GFA of 20,000 ft2 (2,000m2) – to
accommodate the ‘design day’ , visitor capacity required

•

If the city’s entire Doyle Collection is to be housed there, too, as an ‘Accessible Archive and Study Centre’, that spatial requirement
could (subject to design) grow to a GFA of 25,000 ft (2500m2)

•

A building of scale quality and presence, that in visual language conveys an appropriate sense of occasion and sense of arrival

•

Providing accommodation with substantial, open, structure free spaces delivering exhibition galleries of the appropriate scale, height
circa 5m) and proportion

•

Ideally part of a visitor destination, critical mass mix, with reasonably close proximity to:
•

•

•

other visitor economy/ touristic amenities
• Transport interchanges or hubs
• Adequate and adjacent car and coach parking
• Other complementary attractions
• Other complementary entertainment facilities
• Cafes, Bars & Restaurants
• Shops
• High quality public realm
In a general location with synergistic tourist / visitor economy footfall

•

A facility that speaks of a best in class / world class facility consistent with the global prestige, esteem and rich heritage of the Doyle
and Sherlock brands and their unique relationship with Portsmouth

•

Overall, is a collective symbol of contemporary aspiration and civic pride for the city of Portsmouth and all its communities

Sadly the fit between the Museum Road Records Office building site and these requirements is very poor indeed (see over)

Fit with the Development Brief
Parameter
In a building of greater than 15,000 ft (1500m2) of net floor area –
so probably a building with a GFA of 20,000 ft2 (2,000m2) and
possibly as much as 25,000ft2 (2500m2) if the Collection / Archive
is to be housed there too
A building of scale quality and presence, that in visual language
conveys an appropriate sense of occasion and sense of arrival,
Accommodation with substantial, open, structure-free spaces
delivering exhibition galleries of the appropriate scale, height circa
5m) and proportion
Ideally part of a visitor destination, critical mass mix, with
reasonable proximity to:

Fit (RAG)
No Fit

No Fit

Note
Only 7,500 ft2 total GFA - netting down to considerably less, so
inadequate accommodation for the daily visitor attendance
capacity required
No sense of scale or occasion (but it wasn’t designed to have one!)
A complex warren of smaller rooms. Not suitable for proposed
purpose

No Fit

Transport Hub

No Fit

Abundant Parking (and E charging)
Other visitor economy/ touristic amenities
Other complementary attractions
Other complementary entertainment facilities
Cafes, Bars & Restaurants
Shops

No Fit
No Fit
No Fit
No Fit
No Fit
No Fit

High quality public realm

Poor Fit

In a general location with synergistic tourist / visitor economy
footfall

Poor Fit

Speaks of a best in class / world class facility consistent with the
global prestige, esteem and rich heritage of the Doyle and Sherlock
brands and their unique relationship with Portsmouth

No Fit

Overall, is a collective symbol of contemporary aspiration and civic
pride for the city of Portsmouth and all its communities

No Fit

Nearest Hard Interchange - walkable, but intuitively not a walk
that wfits well with the propsoed occasion
Nearest Hard Interchange - little or no on- street parking
Nearest Historic Dockyard & Gunwharf
Nearest Historic Dockyard & Gunwharf
Nearest Gunwharf
Nearest Gunwharf
Nearest Gunwharf
The City adjacent Museum Gardens, whilst okay to look at, do not
feel like a vibrant, exciting piece of public realm
The whole context for the proposed use is wrong with the site
surrounded by residential and school usage - not a tourist area !
Only 48k visitors to the adjacent City Museum which is
significantly low by comparison with other city museums.
The building could be refurbished but its design and form speaks
of its original function - it is not a Visitor Centre
Whilst some would argue the building deserves to be saved (not
this study's area of expertise) our city and its communities
deserve better than trying to shoe a contemporary world- class
facility into this utilitarian fabric.

The Neighbourhood
•

The immediate neighbourhood of the site is something of a no-mans-land within the city, sitting as it does on the
boundaries of Portsmouth and Southsea, but at the heart of neither.

•

The site has very limited access to public parking and although technically within walking distance of the transport hub
of the Hard Interchange and the city centre, these are far enough away to be less than convenient (especially when
compared with the proximity of transport hubs to the major visitor centres of gravity- eg The Hard & the Historic
Dockyard and Gunwharf Quays)

•

The site is dominated in its nature by the principal uses of its most significant neighbours i.e.
• The University and its new, soon to open, £53m, 11,000m2, Ravelin Sports multiplex centre
• Portsmouth Grammar School and its growing campus
• The long established residential neighbourhoods of Pembroke Park and Old Portsmouth (to the south in southwest) and western Southsea and Somers Town (to the east)

•

Most importantly, outside of these dominant functions there is little or no general ‘visitor economy’ footfall in the
immediate area, with Museum Road being little more than a corridor to and from the Grammar School (at drop-off and
pickup times), the Isle of Wight ferry on the Camber and Gunwharf Quays for shoppers taking shortcuts.

•

In mitigation, the site obviously sits adjacent to the City Museum, so one could perhaps superficially consider that an
obvious natural synergy exists that could be exploited

•

However the City Museum, is itself is a victim of (amongst other issues) being located in a not for purpose building, in a
non-touristic neighbourhood, which has no natural complimentary footfall, very limited parking and poor immediate
connectivity to public transport

•

As at least a partial result of these issues, the City Museum suffers with distinctly low attendance levels – relative to
comparable city museums elsewhere in the UK, with 48,071 visitors in the year 2019-20
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The Building History
•

Portsmouth Society web site (http://portsmouthsociety.org.uk/former-city-records-office-museum-road/) states that:
• The building has a long history, but its origin is not known precisely.
• There was a smaller building on this site soon after the opening of Clarence Barracks in 1897, and this was either
extended or rebuilt within the next 10 years, pretty much the building we have today.
• It was the only building along with the Officers Quarters (now the City Museum) to have survived firstly the
bombing of WW2, and then the demolition of the 1960s to make way for Pembroke Park.
• Before the military abandoned it, it was in use as the NAAFI building – its original function is not known. It
became the City Records Office in the early 1970s, and believed vacant since that function moved into the
Central Library

Image courtesy Portsmouth Society web site

Image courtesy Portsmouth City Council

The Building
•

We are not building surveyors or conservation architects and we will therefore offer no comment in in respect of the
building fabric condition nor its architectural or building conservation merits.

•

Superficial inspection – reveals that the building appears to be comprised of approximately 700m2 of principally single
storey, ground floor accommodation (we did not undertake a measured survey so for the purposes of this brief exercise
we have estimated).

•

This accommodation is spread between
• One main, single-storey, long gallery building to the south – with a tiled and pitched roof – seemingly original
•

A two-storey house to the north – seemingly original

•

An eclectic range of single storey, flat-roofed extensions and linkages between the two, that appear to be later
additions

•

Internally, the building is something of a ‘rabbit warren’ of small rooms - (see plan), with only ‘Strongroom 3’ and
the ‘Search Room’ being of any size

•

These rooms when annexed with ‘the Office’ and ‘Strongroom 2’, account for more than half of the building
footprint at circa 400-450m2

Aerial View (looking North)

Image courtesy Google Earth

Aerial View (looking South east)

Image courtesy Google Earth

Aerial View

Image courtesy Google Earth

Room Plan
Approx 43.5m

Approx
26.5m

First Floor
Note numbers denote room numbers used by PCC

Conclusions and Next Steps
•

The Museum Road site is patently not suitable for use as the proposed Sherlock Holmes / Conan Doyle Centre

•

It simply does not meet any of the requisite criteria set out by the development brief of previous feasibility studies,
which require a substantially larger building, of better quality, larger proportions and volumes and in a touristically
appropriate and commercially supportive location.

•

Even as an interim position (housing The Collection, the archive and displaying temporary exhibitions as a ‘meanwhile’
opportunity, until such time as a permanent centre could be financed and developed) this site is more likely to set the
wider project back than it is to take it forward.

•

In terms of the Museum Road building its alternative uses, or value, are not in the scope of our expertise, save to say,
any proposed leisure, cultural or heritage uses, that have any dependence on footfall / visitation levels for success must
be consistently challenged and only considered holistically, alongside the long-term potential future and options for the
City Museum site

•

In terms of the wider opportunity for the city of Portsmouth to develop a permanent Sherlock Holmes – Sir Arthur Conan
Doyle Centre, the opportunity remains as vibrant and positive as ever and the development brief, for now, remains the
same

•

I hope all stakeholders involved in discussions about the old City Record building’s future can at least agree on two things
• The city needs and deserves a Sherlock Holmes / Conan Doyle Centre
• We owe it to our city, our communities and the memory & legacy of Sir Arthur Conan Doyle, to ensure such a
centre is world-class so that it can inspire many future generations of readers and writers.

•

Sadly we cannot achieve this by repurposing a very modest, Edwardian barrack building, in a leafy, quasi residential
neighbourhood.

Conclusions and Next Steps
•

One glimmer of opportunity that has arisen, in part as a result of the pandemic is the opportunity to create a carefully
scoped, digital Sherlock Doyle experience, as a stepping stone to ‘the real thing’

•

Properly financed, such a ‘virtual centre’ could be created – that complements, but doesn’t compete with or obviate the
need for, a physical, bricks and mortar destination – and provides a compelling, immersive and sustainable digital
experience, that could engage and connect with global audiences for the Sherlock and Doyle brands and stories.

•

Such a stepping-stone could be used as a catalyst to secure wider stakeholder engagement, interest in and support for
the project and potentially attract future investors, benefactors and sponsors

•

Of course, in the background to all of this, a renewed and consistent efforts needs to be made (and therefore resources
found) to get momentum behind the wider project initiative including:
• launching an effective delivery vehicle for the project (complete with a team of apt, energetic, passionate
Trustees and Patrons)
• Establishing, at the very least, a basic but effective digital presence for the ‘Sherlock’s Home’ project
• Enmeshing and promoting Sherlock and Doyle as intrinsic and established facets of the Portsmouth city brand
and prominent place in the city’s heritage and history – reverse engineering a more overt relationship between
the city and the iconic legends of Doyle and Sherlock Holmes

